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                                                                 ABSTRACT 

This project's major goal is to develop a facial recognition-based attendance monitoring system for 

educational institutions in order to improve and modernise the current attendance system and 

make it more effective and efficient than it was previously. The existing outdated system is very 

ambiguous, which results in erroneous and ineffective attendance taking. When the authorities 

cannot enforce the rules that are present under the previous system, many issues occurThe key 

component will be face recognition technology. The face is one of the physical traits that can be 

utilised to specifically identify a person. A face is used to trace identification because it is unlikely 

that it would change or be duplicated. In this project, face databases will be created to feed 

information into the recognizer algorithm. Then, during the period for recording attendance, faces 

will be checked against the database to try to identify anyone. When a person is recognised, their 

attendance will be recorded automatically, recording the essential data into an excel sheet. The 

excel document with all students' attendance data is mailed to the appropriate faculty at the end of 

the day. 
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1.INTRODUCTIONS 

An image is a column- and row-organized array, or matrix, of square pixels (picture elements). Based on the 

quantity of pixels, its dimensions (height and breadth) serve as a representation. The point on the image known 

as a pixel assumes a particular shade, level of transparency, or colour. Each pixel of an image must undergo a 

fixed series of operations during image processing. The initial series of actions are carried out pixel-by-pixel by 

the image processor on the image. The second operation will start once this is finished in full, and so forth. Any 

pixel in the image can be used to determine the output value of these procedures . The process of converting an 

image into a digital format and carrying out specific procedures to extract some usable information from it is 

known as image processing. When using specific specified signal processing techniques, the image processing 

system typically interprets all images as 2D signals. One of the computer vision technologies that has received 

the greatest research attention is face recognition, with new methods and promising findings being published 

every year. Features-based and holistic approaches to face recognition are the two main categories. 

Faces are recognised utilising global features from faces in holistic based approaches, but in feature-based 

approaches, faces are recognised using local features from faces. The ideal solution to these issues is a 

recognition system. Face recognition is incredibly useful in today's digital world. Particularly for workplaces 

where attendance must be verified. Perhaps some regions are now using technology to confirm attendance. The 

main obstacles for effective face detection and identification systems include lighting conditions, scale, 

occlusion, position, background, emotion, and others Numerous strategies and methods have been developed to 

address these problems. Utilizing Convolutional Neural Networks, the complex wavelet transform (CWT), and 

Fisherface to address shift and rotation, illumination invariant face recognition is used to resolve lighting issues   

The Haar cascade and Local Binary Pattern histogram methods are proposed in this study. The use of  LBPH 

increases detection. Haar cascades are quick and effective in real-time applications. 
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3.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

To deal with these issues, numerous tactics and solutions have been created. Illumination invariant face 

recognition is utilised to overcome shift and rotation problems using Convolutional Neural Networks, the 

complex wavelet transform (CWT), and Fisherface. 

2.1 METHODOLOGY  

 Haar Cascade Classifier  

OpenCV  encompasses   both of  these approaches. A traine   and a detector are included with OpenCV. So, if 
you want to train   your classifier to recognise any item, you can use the Haar Cascade Classifier. 

2.2 HAAR CASCADE CLASSIFIER 

    It is efficient to find items by using Haar cascade classifiers. A cascade function must be trained as part of the 

object detection machine learning technique. utilising a lot of both positive and negative pictures. A classifier 

that is trained using several examples of a particular object and uses  boosted classifiers with haar-like features is 

a good example (e.g., a face or an automobile). Therefore, you will be able to detect anything you want if you 

train your classifier with those kinds of numbers. The image that lacks a face, for instance, is referred to as a 

negative image if we are trying to detect a face. The term "portrait" or "positive photos" is also used when an 

image has a face or a group of faces because it is deemed to be a portrait. After being trained, a classifier can be 

used to analyse a particular area of interest. The classifier in an input image returns 1 when a region is likely to 

contain the object and 0 when it is not. Here, we'll be focusing on facial recognition. The classifier needed to be 

trained at first. A lot of positive (face-containing) and negative (non-face-containing) photos are needed for the 

cascade function. a picture (images without faces). We must then extract features from it after that . They are 

similar to one another. Convolutional kernel is what we have. The total number of pixels under the white 

rectangle is subtracted from the total number of pixels under the black rectangle to provide a single value for 

each feature.. 

3.BLOCK DIAGRAM  

         

 

3.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM PROPOSED METHOD 

When we start the application, the computer's built-in camera opens and starts taking pictures of the user. The 

folder named Student Details has the file with the names Student Details that contains this Id . It stores a few 

images as an example in the Training Image folder. After completion, it notifies you that the photos have been 

saved. The ID and name of the student are displayed on the image if the camera recognises their face. Use Q to 
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close this window (or q). After leaving, the name, ID, date, and time of the person who attended will be kept in 
the Attendance folder. 

Algorithm steps 

(1) It catches the input picture first and foremost. 

(2) After capturing the image, it preprocesses it and converts it to a grayscale image. 

(3) Face detection will be performed using the Haar Cascade Classifier, which collects features from the picture 
and stores them in a trained set database. 

(4) Similarly, the Local Binary Patterns Histogram is used to recognise faces. 

The retrieved features will then be compared to the trained data set  in step 5. 

(5) If the information is correct, the attendance folder will be updated. 

(6) If there are no matches, the attendance folder will not be updated.                                

3.2 IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS 

Step 1: Locate all of the Faces  

Face recognition is a fantastic camera function. When a camera can detect faces automatically, it can ensure that 

all of them are in focus before taking a photo. Because we don't require colour data to locate faces in an image, 

we'll start by converting it to black and white.  

                                            

       

    BLACK & WHITE IMAGE 

          

                                                  SINGLE PIXEL 

Then we'll go over each and every pixel in our image one by one. The pixels immediately surrounding each 

pixel are what we're interested in. Our goal is to see how dark the current pixel is in contrast to the pixels around 

it. After that, we'll add an arrow to show which direction the image is darkening. Each pixel in the image will be 

replaced by an arrow if you repeat this approach for each pixel. These arrows are referred to as gradients. The 

picture will be broken into little 16x16 pixel squares. In each square, we'll count how many gradients point in 

each primary direction (up, up-right, right, etc.). Then we'll use the strongest arrow directions to replace that 
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square in the image. As a result, the original image has been turned into a relatively basic depiction that properly 

depicts the core structure of a face.Using this method, we can now readily find faces in any image.       

                                            

                                               

Step 2: Projecting Faces and Posing 

   Humans can determine right away that the two images are of the same person. Comput ers, on the other hand, 

would see these two photos as two separate people. To compensate, we'll modify each image so that the eyes 

and mouth are always in the sample area.To accomplish so, we'll use a technique called facial landmark 

estimation. We'll look for 68 different points on each face (known as landmarks), such as the top of the chin, the 

outside edge of each eye, the inner edge of each brow, and so forth. Then we'll train a machine learning system 
to find these 68 unique places on any face.  

                                        

                                            LANDMARKS ON TEST IMAGE 

Step 3: Encoding our picture of our face 

It takes a lot of data and computing resources to train a convolutional neural network to output face embedding.  

However, once trained, the network can provide measures for any face, including those it has never seen before. 

We only need a technique to get a few basic measures from each face. Then we might use the same method to 

measure our unknown face and locate the known face with the closest measurements. We may, for example, 

take measurements of the size of each ear, the distance between the eyes, the length of the nose, and so on. To 

collect the 128 metrics for each face, we just need to put our face photos through their pre-trained network. 
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                                           MEASUREMENT OF INPUT IMAGE 

 

Step 4: Deciphering the encoding for the person's name 

This final step is actually the simplest of the entire procedure. All we have to do now is look 

through our database of known persons to discover the person with the most similar 
dimensions to our test image. All we have to do now is train a classifier to take the 

measurements from a fresh test image and determine which known individual is the most 
similar. 

                                        

 

4.CONCLUSION 

Prior to the creation of this project. The traditional system of taking attendance has a lot of flaws, which has produced a lot of 

problems for most institutions. Since the previous method had weaknesses, the facial recognition feature built into the 

attendance monitoring system can not only guarantee that attendance is taken accurately but also fix those flaws. Utilizing 

technology to eliminate flaws not only conserves resources but also minimises the need for human involvement by delegating all 

the difficult tasks to machines. The sole expense associated with this method is having enough room in the database storage t o 

accommodate all of the faces. Thankfully, there are devices like micro SD that can make up for the data volume The face 

database is successfully constructed in this project. In addition, the face recognition system is operating effectively. By 

delivering the attendance sheet to the respected professors, the sys tem ultimately not only fixes issues with the old model but 

also makes it convenient for users to get the information. 
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